
 

Electronic ageing: towards an ethics of repair and care (for matter)

What does a mother, a grain of rice and a computer look like?

This question that seems like a joke might not be answered at the end of my presentation. 
In  this  case,  I'm sorry.  But  my desire  is  to  explore with  you the possible  connections 
between these elements so disparate and throw out some hypothesis as responses. 

***
First of all, I need to explain to you that I work with electronic waste. More specifically, I'm 
interested on observing what people do, informally, with those computers that other people 
left for dead. 

As you can imagine, there are several ways dying. Disdain is one of these. Usually, a 
lighter, more powerful or cooler new computer appears and it replaces the previous one. 
Every time it needs more effort and time to execute the software that, with the progressive 
updates,  have become more and more heavy. The appearance of  new formats  make 
troubles with incompatibility. Planned, perceived or desired obsolescence (or a mixture of 
all of them) left its mark on our devices. And the promises about progress, innovation and 
better and more comfortable futures sold by publicity make us convinced that it's the end.

Now, what? If we decide to bring it to some municipal “clean points”, luckily, it will finish in  
a recycling plant where it will be taken apart in different components that will be entered  
again in the chain production of new goods. With less luck, it could finish in some local 
landfill. During an impossible material decomposition, it will release to the air and the soil  
some toxic substances from lead, mercury, cadmium or arsenic. With much less luck, this 
corp could finish in some country like China, India or Ghana, contaminating as well their 
water,  lands  and  people,  while  they  are  trying  to  extract  some  valuable  metals  with 
rudimentary techniques and, practically, non-existent sanitary measures. 

But we know already that in this world of global market and unstable borders (for capital),  
your land is my land, your air is my air and the shit, is also everybody’s. Just an example:  
recent chemical analysis on imported rice from China and Taiwan to USA have found lead 
levels 12 times higher that the “tolerable” maximum dictated by state agencies. The reason 
is that some farmers irrigate their rice crops with sewage water, outflow from industry. The 
contamination derived from the irregular treatment of the electronic waste that is exported 
to those countries aggravate the problem. 

Actually, what these trajectories reveal is the same that ecological voices have tried to tell 
us  a  long  time  ago:  that  political  frontiers  are  just  an  anthropological  invention  that 
operates in the middle of State battles and games, while we are living in a fragile inter-
dependence, but ignored, environment. We are the contaminated rice that we eat. And this  
rice  is  the  computer  that  died.  We are  engaged  through  necessity  and  responsibility 
bonds. 

***
Once we have overcome this preamble of risks, threatens and mutual inter-dependences, I 
want to do, with you help, a trial, a test verbally. I want to try to sketch, very shyly, almost  
like intuitions, some features of what could be an ethics of caring (matter). But a particular 
one: an ethics of/from electronic waste that assumes, as an starting point, the wear, old 
age and material  precarity  that  I  mentioned before.  That  of  our  failing computers,  the 
contaminated rices but also of our fragile bodies and vulnerable lives. 

How to create other kind of relationships that consider these material conditions and the 
ambivalence of the inevitable but necessary inter-dependence? How to host precarity and 
breakdown as ontology, but also as a condition of possibility, opportunity and a place to be 
politicized?



To answer these questions, we will  re-read from a “caring”  perspective some informal 
practices related to repair that, citizens are making to face the problem of electronic waste. 
Very synthetically, I will present 4 practices and from each of them I will try to extract some 
feature or condition of a hypothetical ethics of/from waste.

1** RECOVER or “your waste is not waste”

All  the practices that  we observed during the fieldwork start  with  an initial  moment of 
collecting others' waste. “I've never admitted the word 'rubbish'”, a waste-picker from BCN 
says, “all  has been found in the street and has some value”. “We go along the street  
and...stop, stop, stop!! And he comes running with a heater, so? And it's 5€.  Well, well. 
Damn! A bath! Stop, stop, stop!,  another picker explains. In many cases, working with 
waste doesn't respond to an ecological interest, but it comes more from...”Damn! How can 
they throw this computer out? (…) you are being a bit silly because you could make the 
most of it, you know?”.

To sum up, all these gestures depart from the occasion and the chance, from the luck of a 
find, but also from a moment of recognition that depends on observing and addressing our 
attention to  the  margins,  to  that  residue that  has almost  stopped being.  This  practice 
seems to ask: what do we leave behind? And aside?...because what seems definitive, 
ended, is not necessarily like this. Or it might be different. There is everything to do. This 
head's  turn  towards  what  is  behind  us,  could  be  named  'responsibility'?  If  it  is...who 
assumes this responsibility (for us)? Who and how makes the dirty job?

2** REFURBISH or maintaining the life of a system

One of the projects that we analyse is a collaborative space dedicated to learn how to  
repair and mount old donated computers. Other project used to organize workshops in 
different universities to refurbish the obsolete computers that were accumulated in their 
warehouses. In the case of the informal waste-pickers, those computers founded in the 
streets that apparently work -that is, when they are plugged don't make any strange noise 
and the start  button light up-, are sent to their  origin countries, mostly in Africa,  to be 
repaired and re-sold, “because it's when they have value”. Because “in Africa everything is 
mended, everything. But not in Europe: here you just change the pieces”. Here, “break, 
throw, buy another”, one of them told us.

It's about making the most of our resources and potentials, “that's for what you bought it”, 
someone said. If we don't do it, it would be like leaving “unfinished”, in case there would be 
a definitive end. These practices point out to the maintenance -the most basic, daily and 
invisible care-, to revive and make durable an object, while we dribble its wear and the 
pass  of  the  time.  Or  even  by  subventing?  the  boycott  of  the  planned  obsolescence. 
Because, besides, “the more you get attached with something, the more you stretch it’s life 
cycle”. Nevertheless, we don't care for material 'objects' (precise entities and very well 
delimited unities) but of 'systems', as another participant said. With repair, we pass from 
passive consumers of and hermetically closed black box, to handlers of the running of a 
system composed by different inter-dependent elements. The logic of the function lets us 
lead with the limits of the matter. 

3** HACK or breaking the rules 

One more step: the third practice that we present is the hack. “The matter is that you have 
a lot of raw material around you (…) and then, What can we do with it that could be cool?”.  
“In the same way that my mother adapts the Arguiñano's recipes to make up for this or that  
ingredient, we adapt and reuse pieces from computers. (…) and even though she doesn't 
use to think about it, what she does is to show constantly that she knows enough the rules 
to break them”. This, to modify experimentally the systems around us, moved by curiosity, 
“comforts  us,  give  us  more  control  over  them  and  distinguish  us  from  the  others”, 
somebody explains. In the meanwhile, “you can know in depth the object and (…) yourself 



[and] that emotional bond is very interesting”. “You know it as nobody else in the world”. 

Caring  like  hacking  doesn't  have  to  do  with  the  static  preservation  nor  the  identical  
conservation  of  something  about  to  disappear,  but  with  the  transformation  of  their 
materials, shapes or functions till we solve a problem or create something new. It doesn't 
exist an only way of caring but many. And the free culture -through internet- is a source of 
ideas and resources. Hacking is to escape from predefined answers, is to nose about and 
experiment till expand the possibilities of a system, change its logic or displacing its limits. 
Having  fun,  pleasure,  or  playing...something  “to  be  cool”  are  the  driving  force  of  the 
creative care where all the involved parts become transformed (and bonded, on the way).  
The final product is the result of a mutual interrogation and fitting between the different 
(material, epistemic, social, economic...) limits and conditions of all the elements in play. 

4** TAKE APART or smashing an old computer to turn it into scrap

The last practice that I present is quite counter-intuitive but I suspect that it can also throw 
some light. I refer to taking apart old computers and selling them as pieces or as scrap in 
the shape of ferrous materials, copper, brass or aluminium. As most of them don't have the 
knowledge or resources to repair  and they need to get  their  find's worth, the informal  
waste-pickers smash or 'cannibalize' (that's argot) those computers that, apparently, don't 
work and can't be sold as entire unities. To do so, they need to know how and where to 
open, to locate their components or to know the materials they are made of. 

What  can  we  read  from  this  action?  Maybe  that  caring  has  also  limits,  that  it's  not 
intrinsically good or that its adequacy is something situated, to be defined in the situation.  
Then, a universal care doesn't exist, but different needs, interests and particular desires in 
conflict that have to be solved in an uneven space of negotiation. Are we those who care 
for a computer? Or is the computer that care for us giving us money by its sacrifice? The 
direction of caring changes, alternated or happening at the same time...then, maybe an 
ethic  of  care  (for  matter)  isn't  about  specific  practices  (as  moral  recipes),  nor  about  
determined  entities  (subjects  and  objects,  carers  and  cared),  but  about  the  inter-
dependent relationships with some 'others' (nature-techno-cultural: like the grain of rice, 
the computer or the cook mother) and the ambivalent bonds that try to sustain us in a  
common fragile and finite world. 

Then I throw you again the question that guides this exercise: what kind of “ethical orders”, 
which ethics of care (for matter) could emerge from these multiple gestures and 'repairing'  
practices?...of course, we should look at the limits, conditions and particular circumstances 
of each of them, but it would exceed the aim of this test. Thank you very much!


